WHODUNIT SCAVENGER HUNT

Who littered in the museum?
(Ages 6 to 10)

Littering is very bad for the environment and can hurt animals. White Rhino was very sad to see a pile of garbage on the museum floor. He needs your help to figure out who did it before someone gets hurt! Are you up to the job?

1. Start at the White Rhino in the center atrium. Look for a beautiful, flying animal on a sign nearby. What is this animal? _____________________. Can you find a large group of this type of animal somewhere else in the museum? They might have a clue for you!

2. Look at the sign beneath these beautiful insects. What are their wings made of? ____________________. Look at the list below. Circle the other types of animals that also have scales.
   - Fish
   - Mammals
   - Reptiles
   - Amphibians
   - Birds

3. Can you find one of these two types of animals near the elephant? If you get lost, just ask the elephant! He’s a regular fish out of water!

4. Using the “Identification Panel” at this exhibit to help, fill in the blanks to figure out where to go next!
   W___hoo
   Sail___ish
   Ta___pon
   Mah___-Mahi
   S___ombridae
   Remor___

5. Now that you’ve arrived in this hot grassland, you really want to cool off! What two animals can you find cooling off in the water here? One of them might have a clue for you!
   C__________________
   H__________________

6. You stop and talk to the crocodile, but he sighs and says “I don’t know anything. You must have me confused for my close relative.” What other animal often gets confused for a crocodile?
   A__________________

Can you find one of these in the museum? He thinks that he’s above the crocodile.
7. Now that you’ve found this crocodile lookalike, look at the fish swimming nearby. What is its name?
   Channel _____ fish

8. Look at the word that you just filled in. Do you see any large, spotted ones nearby? I think you’ve found the litterer!

WHO LITTERED IN THE MUSEUM? __________________________